The Oracle Enterprise Communications Security Solution provides
a comprehensive monitoring and enforcement capability for network
security and telephony fraud attacks, enabling an enterprise to
scrutinize their network’s traffic for cyber-threats and fraudulent
traffic behaviors, and to supervise the network tools employed to
trigger policy enforcement for averting risks in their networks.
OVERVIEW
Businesses are experiencing an unprecedented amount of chaos in the form of unsecured networks, identity
fraud, communications overload and digital distractions that leave them less secure. Despite companies
implementing stringent security plans and compliance procedures, the number of corporate data breaches is
outpacing even the most robust security strategies. Most such breaches occur through the corporate
network in the form of Denial of Service (DoS), Toll Fraud, Spoofing, Call Pumping, Nuisance Calling and
Service Theft incidents.
Network security must be integrated in an organization’s overall business strategy. This involves positioning
security investments as a key to business enablement, not only as a deterrent to cyber-crime. The potential
damage to the enterprise is too severe for real-time communications to be left unmonitored and unprotected.
Traditional IP security products such as firewalls, intrusion detection and prevention systems are not
enough. Staying ahead of this turmoil requires a new architecture specifically designed to tame this chaos by
providing Secure networks, advanced Analytics, Flexible deployments, and Extensible platforms, as
provided by Oracle’s S.A.F.E. Architecture.

“Beyond prevention
and remediation, if
security fails,
companies face
unexpected costs from
not being able to run
their businesses
efficiently to compete
in the digital economy.
Knowing which assets
must be protected, and
what the
consequences will be
for the business if
protection fails,
requires an intelligent
security strategy that
builds resilience from
the inside out and an
industry-specific
strategy that protects
the entire value chain.”
– Accenture, 2017 Cost of
Cyber Crime Study

Key Features

Oracle Enterprise Communications Security Solution is build encompassing the Oracle S.A.F.E.
Architecture, and is specifically designed to address the unique cyber-threats businesses encounter by
enabling secure and reliable delivery of real-time communications through the most comprehensive, best-inclass communications portfolio in the industry. The solution monitors and provides clear visibility to network
activity so cyber-security threats and fraud may readily be identified. Once identified, policy rules are
automatically deployed in real-time at policy enforcement points in the network to shut down these threats.
Finally, the policies are updated as the solution learns from the feedback of the network on its success.
MONITORING AND VISIBILTIY
Oracle Enterprise Communications Security Solution includes three major functions - passive monitoring of
all users/IP addresses, traffic modeling, and both user and entity behaviors:
1. Monitoring: Real-time traffic is monitored and critical data is collected for immediate analysis,
including for sudden traffic increases or spikes. An alert and/or trigger is generated when an
anomaly is detected. Reports are generated in an appropriate form such as in lists or graphs,
encompassing either detailed data or as a summary.
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 Behavioral Analytics
 Signature Detection
 Advanced Anomaly
Detection
 Identity Authentication
 Voice Finger-Printing
 Network Policy
Enforcement
 3rd-Party Data
 SIP Protocol Normalization
 H.323 to SIP Interworking
 Multivendor UC and Service
Provider Interoperability

2. Traffic Modeling: Traffic patterns are automatically learned and the relevant information is stored
to build a model of the network.
3. Behavior: Scoring is applied when threshold limits are violated based on flexible rules to identify
user or entity behaviors.

Fraud Detections
 International Premium Rate
Service Numbers(IPRS)

NETW ORK INTELLIGENCE AND POLICY

 Call Pumping

Policy is the deliberate system of principles to guide decisions and achieve rational outcomes. It may be
used to enable or build a business, or used to protect against cyber-threats and fraud. Network monitoring,
traffic modeling, and behavior analysis may trigger or define policy to control network behavior. For Policy
to be effective and to provide a high degree of Network Intelligence, the use of advanced analytical
methodologies and models is required.

 Denial of Service(DoS)

Intelligent Scoring and Thresholds: Scores are applied when thresholds are violated based on flexible
policy rules. If scores are calculated that exceed predetermined thresholds, alarms are generated warning
of security and/or fraud risks. Any deviation from the pattern indicates that the network could be facing an
attack. However, relying on just one metric can result in false alerts. Therefore, Policy rules to calculate
values from multiple metrics are used to enable a more accurate assessment of the situation. Predefined
rules are available for immediate use or policy rules may be customized based upon:


Metrics: Measures the basic attributes of user behaviors, such as: minutes spoken, concurrent
calls, calls per second, etc.



Rules: Used to determine what call behavior is considered a cyber-risk and at what severity,
according to a configurable rating system. A rule can make use of any number of metrics.



Values: The result of the weightings attributed to each rule. Values are provided for real-time and
customer defined time intervals.



Thresholds: Surpassing a defined threshold generates an alarm. Thresholds can either be static
values or be dependent on Key Performance Indicators. The most powerful thresholds are fully
automated and rely upon behavioral pattern deviations.



Score: The accumulation of the values and is used to determine whether or not a destination has
surpassed a threshold.

POLICY ENFORCEMENT
The usual process to predict threats and to proactively prevent, detect and respond to them is often a
manual procedure. Threats are typically identified in hindsight. Policies are then created to combat their
future occurrences, and only later can those policies be enforced to prevent subsequent threats exhibiting
the same behavior. This process may take days, even weeks, before successful eradication of recurrences
of the threat can be achieved. Industry examples such as Equifax and Target took several weeks to
identify and resolve, and cost these firms not only financially, but also tarnished their brands as well. The
Oracle Enterprise Communication Security Solution stays ahead of such attacks through the following:
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Automation: The ability to rapidly identify a threat, and then create and implement a policy to
extinguish that threat, can translate to the very life or death of a company. If automation is
introduced at as many points along the Predict-Prevent-Detect-Respond continuum as is possible,
threats may be killed off before they surface. Today, this capability is being done by a relatively
limited number of offering, such as those products used within the Oracle Enterprise
Communications Security Solution, including the Oracle Enterprise Telephony Fraud Monitor, the
Oracle Communications Enterprise Session Border Controller and the Oracle Communications
rd
Sessions Delivery Manager. Together with the addition of cloud-based 3 -party data, this solution
enables a call to be blacklisted, rate-limited, or redirected by automatically enforced behaviors
based on the policy definitions.



Real-time Prevention: The real-time data monitoring of user behavior enables both faster and
superior identification and prevention of cyber-threat behavior. The entire process, from detecting
to stopping attacks, is shortened to just a few moments—or immediately, as with blacklisting. In
this latter case, the system keeps a dynamic list of destinations that are known sources of attacks,
such as in any of the enterprise’s connected networks. If the corresponding blacklist feature is
enabled, then attacks can be stopped immediately.
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 Real-time Monitoring and
Alerts
 Behavior Analytics
 Scoring and Threshold
Triggers

“…the situation has
changed, from ‘our
people versus their
robots’ to ‘our robots
versus their robots’”
- Larry Ellison



Real-time Alerts: When scoring is calculated beyond the defined thresholds, immediate
alerting is generated in case of known cyber-threat scenarios. In addition to such known
scenarios, if a call patterns does not match the pattern of the corresponding user or user group,
and a critical threshold has been reached, and alert or trigger is generated.

SUMMARY
The Oracle Enterprise Communications Security Solution is a self-learning, dynamic, end-to-end solution
that helps enterprises detect both security and telephony fraud-based cyber-threats, and then prevents
them before further damage is done. The software systems are easily deployed and can fully integrate with
existing infrastructure or with the Oracle Cloud. Sessions are monitored in-network; called and calling
rd
behavioral patterns learned and real-time is analysis performed, with the aid of 3 -party data. Using
predefined or customized rules from multiple metrics, the Oracle Enterprise Communications Security
Solution identifies deviations in user behavior and stops cyber-threats and fraud attacks efficiently and
effectively. For more information, go to: www.oracle.com/industries/communications
Related Products
The following products
support Oracle Enterprise
Communications Security
Solution:
 Oracle Enterprise Session
Border Controller
 Oracle Enterprise
Communications Broker
 Oracle Enterprise
Operations Monitor
 Oracle Communications
Telephony Fraud Monitor
 Oracle Communications
Interactive Session
Recorder
 Oracle Communications
Session Delivery Manager
 Oracle Failsafe SD-WAN
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